Acacia finds the answer to perfect turf!

No. 6 green at Acacia Country Club, Cleveland, which, after going bad, was disced four ways, and came back a week after dressing of Lecco and sand. Photo taken July 16, 1928

The Compost Pile, that ancient, expensive, troublesome, disease-breeding relic of the cow-pasture era of golf, is a thing of the past at the Acacia Country Club, of the Cleveland district. Grange Alves, pro-greenkeeper, discarded the Acacia Compost Pile this year in favor of Lecco, Lyman Carrier's complete grass food, and sand—the latter serving as a top-dressing.

Acacia is freer of weeds this year than at any time since the course was opened in 1924. The growth of grass has broken all records. No brown patch difficulties have appeared. Greens have unsurpassed putting surfaces.

Before Lecco was applied in April, the cuttings of grass from an average size green amounted to half a catcher full. One week after Lecco went on the greens, the amount of cuttings per green filled four catchers. The second application of Lecco went on in June. The cuttings now average between seven and eight catchers per green. Alves applied between 60 and 80 pounds of Lecco to a green, the amount depending on the size of the green.

No. 6 green at Acacia went bad in the Spring. Alves disced this green an inch deep four weeks. He gave it a dressing of Lecco and sand and the green came back in a week.

"This year everything is Heaven around the course," says Alves. "Every green and fairway is in the best condition ever and everybody is more than satisfied, and happy." Both Bill Smith, assistant greenkeeper, and myself have received repeated compliments on the fine condition of the course. No more Compost Pile for me. Lecco grows grass, keeps out weeds, and discourages brown patch. That's all I want to know."

Lyman Carrier, formerly agronomist of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and of the U. S. G. A. green section, worked on a perfect fertilizer for 20 years before he created Lecco.

Lecco (9-5-2) advances turf years ahead of its natural improvement. It makes grass growing extremely simple. Lecco is scientifically prepared and cannot be mixed by individual greenkeepers. It is the only complete fertilizer that does not contain lime.

In giving the golf world Lecco, Lyman Carrier has solved the problem of perfect turf.

Fresh supplies of Washington Creeping Bent Stolons and Cocoos Creeping Bent Seed are now available for Fall planting and sowing. Lyman Carrier's Washington Bent is the original strain of this durable, rapidly spreading grass. Carrier's stolons are the highest grade and most reasonably priced on the market. The stolons ready for Fall planting are in excellent condition. Order now while the supply is plentiful and have delivery made at your convenience.

Cocoos Creeping Bent Seed, the grass that solved the turf problem for the clubs of California, is now in use from Coast to Coast. Cocoos, when once established, is practically immune from brown patch. Cocoos requires less top-dressing; less fertilizing; less general care; less cost of upkeep of any bent. Cocoos stands erect and does not grain. It is a true creeping bent grass and produces stolons. A purity of 90% or higher is guaranteed. The germination is excellent. Cocoos is the last word in fine turf. Place your order now before the demand exceeds the supply.

Expert Advice Given by Mr. Carrier on All Turf Problems—Write Today.

Complete Information And Price List Of Any Guaranteed Product Sent On Request.
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